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ABSTRACT
, , Pesearch has provided inadequate scientific basis for

incorporating fundamental motor skills into the,curriculum."More'
knowledge on how children acquire motor skills is' imperative. Motor
development of a child is generally viewed as an inherent-sequential
process of motor unfolding, while skill, acquisition is the, process
mediated throuh,practice, training, and the associated learning ,_,.

mechanisms: The development of motor 'skills in infantsand---cirial-ren'

is largely the ,r0"su1t of growth and maturation. Three major factors
that should becOnsidered by the practitioner teaching physical ''

skills are the state of the learner, the nature of the skill, and the
-methods of instruction. Sex differences are not apparent in the rate
of acquisition of basic skills. There is also little evidence to show,
hatthe rate of skill acquisition is any-slower,or,faster in,young

,-";children.as'comparedto more mature learner. It is important- to the
success of- learning to maintain 'an, optimal arousal level throughout
ttle,acqUisitionlevel. Skills describes as continuous are geherally
Learned more rapidly than discrete skilksa The-lest methOs'of-
instruction that .can be employed by the practitioner are those based
on a complete knowledge of the nature f-the,learper, the nature ,of

the skill, and the quality and am of practice given. Knowledge of ,

results- also qualifies as 'a important factor in Skill
acquisition. Practitioners and researchers are doing a better,job now

-than in the past. P Oits should be concentrated not on. producing
more highly skil youthful athletes -but on produding a 'larger

number of-ad ately skilled children. (SK) 1
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1,1mr isgpaell 'TELLS TEE PRACTION4, ABOUT SKILL ACQUISITION
4

4* 7

/ -Frank M, Powell

Furman _Univerity #

r n .

The &CquisitiOn of

4,,

motor skills is continuous process beginning

before birth in the Womb and proceeding well into old age- In a -broad
,

se the simplest tai most undirected muscular contractions of "the infant
. :,' .

,s

form of physical practice which ultimately leads -tO metre purpoSeful
. .

are a

refinedpovements and skills. In a meaningful discussion of motor skill,
, .

acquisition tin pre-schoo.71 and early eletpentary aged children, a more speci-
., -

fic 4efin4.tion onihat is meant by motor siall acquisition must begiven.
Ir- .

A clear distinction must be made between motor devielopment and skill ac-,,
, ..r,

.

quisition. . Also,' any research interest ,rt the acquisition of motor skills

must necessarily specify. What is a skill so that the processes which act
, . ,

r
. .

porbringabout ip,occurrente can be accurately determi ed.'t

Motor- develot,ment of a child is "generally. viewed as~ an inherent

4

iC

"sequential processlbf motor unfolding" (MAlina, 1974). Motor develop ent
, . . .....

..
....... .....,-;..:-,-

is seentO emerge independently of learning. Formal Instruct*.On,-,training,

or practice are not prerequisites. The motor behaviors

consequence of the maturation of certain ncural

d arise as a

, growth of the

,. bones and'musclps, and an overall genetic rep%ngrOmed increasein the
t; ./.

.,
complexity of the organism. Ths, .---

, 4: 4. f

ii

- ,--
'..A.

acquisition t rskills.

. t

t

Skill ll aCquisition y be distih ished from motor,development. It

shOuld be.viewed as .a process mediated through practice, training, and the
....

v,

associated learning mechanisms. It is a procesS which is priMafily in-

fluenced by h nature 411,1 structure of the environment. One obserVes the

'development o tor skills afid_teadhes or otherwise provides for the

(
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Motot development research has beer carried out over-the years in-

order to'clarify and organize the common motor characteristics which chil-

drin exhibit at Various ages; a behavioral observation approach, Less is

.1.47

known about h

laigely in th

example, have

Such patterns

turn are the

ow these changes come about. Fundamental movement patterns

e form of reflex behaviors, the tonic neck reflex, for

been identified and associated with specific'age levels.

arbthe precursors of the fundamental motor skills which in
,

forerunners of sportg,skillsand other complex learned motor

skflis.l' Prehension (grasping) and upright locomotion are two major develop:-

mental tasks of intancy. Stptt (1967) aptly makes the point that there'

probably are no more advanced motor skills which do not bear some relation

to one of both of these tasks.

Fundament&l motor skills, well defined in the literature' (DeOreo,.

1974, Wickstom, 1970) develop naturally through maturation and growth. Ale

are all: familiar with ;the fundamental.mptor skills of walking, running, hop-
,

ping,.jrping and throwing. Since the development of thege skills is pri-

.

madly genetically determined,they too, are pbaerved to ocdur at specific -
.. ..,.: . .

age levels. Through careful observation, often with the help of:photogra-
,

,
.

phy and video tape, a great deal of infprmation it available to which funds--
c

Cmental motor skills ca be assigned to the chronological ages at;l4hiCh,they

first o;tctti. _Indeed: it is often 'through the tiSe of these motor development'

maps that abnormalities in childran are detected and specific remedial. pro
.

- grams instituted. Many publications'document well the normal motor develop-
. .

.ment of'children. -(Arnheim &PestoAesi, 1973; Bayley',19A1; Cratty,' 1,970;: ,

3 , 4

A
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Cratty & Margaert,, 19691 Espenschade & Eckert, 1967.; Keogh,, 1973; Stott,

1967; Wickstrom, 1970). Thus, a good understanding of the_.natural ap-'

pearance anchdevelopment of'fundamental motor skills has been gainel_from
_

the sequential observation of,maturing children.

The de lMlopment of motor skills in infante and children is largely

the result of growth and ma turation.. Reseerch in the field is of a norms-
,

tive approach, whereby the basic. questions asked concern when motor skills
.

appear. Research into the skill acquisition process is also concerned qk

withwhen..skills May be taught, but more importantly, it is concernc,Lwith

how th,p environment. may be structured to bring about the- occurrence of
o

learned skilled behaVrOr The 'answers to the re often hest gaf

through experimental- types of esearc

By far the greatest ainourrt of information about skill acquisition

deals with adUlts,or mature learners. If we can establish the similarities

or differences in
.

the skill acquisition process between children-Ant adults

.

then it bedomespOssible to generalize accurately from the greater body of

tv

literature. There is, certainly to reason to expect that skill acquis4tkon.
. . ,

in children is governed by any dissimilar principles of learning. Too
, .....------

'' t .

.

bftenswe become overly interested in the actyal performance outcomes,

'Whether the ball goes through the`hodp, and fail fo examine closely the
.

elements coptribUtint to the overall contiol'of the movement. As Keogh
,-

(1973) has pointed out, "it is important to.watch the movements made by

the child, rather than watch the product of the child'a,movenients" Cp. In,.

For taaks.which demand high levels of motor developtent and maturation



- -
intensive eludy with children is pointlest, unless their movement strategies

'------Tcs---111*te-eatgreeof control they display Seeding of primary emphasis. If an

attImpt is made-to 3E61iy-the acquisition process simple tasks may often be--

used- Differences in the final quality of the movement outcomes may exist,
-____

---, ---- . .

but_.there may be similar,ities in rate of acquisition or the effects of

'----,______variaue-initructional techniques. 7
, --

In looking closely at the limited amount of research literature deal-_

with moto kill acquisition in children it is,important to ask the

question why or in what ways da children acquire skills differently than
I

"What differences do exist between immature and mature learners and

differences should we expect may' exist? How may we alter our methods

f teaching, to increase our effectiveness with children?

Following an outline suggested by Stallings (1973), the three major

factors that must be considered by the practi,tArMiei--teaching physical skills

are a) the state of the learner, ,b) the Mature -of the skill, and c) the

methods of instruction. Although this-outline was tot developed exclusive-

ly with the young child in mindit provides a goOd framework from which to

work. Basic to the understanding of the,role of each of these factors is a

continual awareness of the interrelationships that exist between them. We
-

examine them separately only to better understand how they interact to ire-_
, .

prOve the level of performance of children. As' practitioners we share a
J

common goal; the desire to improve upon the movement capabilities of our

students. Only when we can better analyze the nature of the students we

teach, the,methods we use, or the types of skills we expect students to

r



learn can we take steps to improve the oftentimes dismal results we

experience.
. ..s7
To aid a child in the acquisition of skill\as much as pLsible should/

:7\

be known about his physical makeup. However, the physical growth and

maturation of a child cannot beaccurately predicted from knowledge of hil

chiOnological age. In youngsters the degree of maturation determines tole
/

large extent the degree to which a skill can be aC'cilil.......U.--PC-Inmilie-
,-/,..,

quired at all: There are no-simple ways to identify and group children
t,

cording to maturational status,and the correlations between -c-a-1-18hst---

.,
.- -----' . /

factors such as height arid -weight snequality of-4411ed performance-ate

usually low axed -non-s e*Let-c-hal.47:_LT5.4._1U3-'19-.52)*
Skill acj

ujsition in children is dependent upon the relative degree of maturation,

more exaing knowledge of the codtri7present in each ch

dire

rat-i-Cm-mak-es-,--an important gap n how much we can infer

1 acquisition process and to maturation itself A prob-

1

lem of ,this sort_is old and has plagued deVelopmental research efforts for
r,

I

It is known that in order for a child to`learr a motor skill, a'

numbet-O-I 'Prerequisite maturational systems must be developed/ With the

devglOpment of,the special senses, particularly the eyes and /the proprio-
/

a long time.

ceptive or nervemusocle mechanisms, certain identifiable bas c.abilities

emerge. When approaching a given skill the degree of proficiency found in -

the*Arc abilities determines to a large extent the rate and quality of

learning. Various names are used to labsl basic abilities and distinguish
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them frOm cr,4 auuLibr. iu qualiiy db d bd 1L ability each,must be, subject

td measurement and be shown to change over time as a result of maturation

or practice. Coming from several stucfies (Barry & Cureton, 1961; jsinail &

Cowell, 1961; Rarick & Dobbins, 1975) the following lint gives some idea of

. ,the prerequisite basic abilities in children needed for motor skill acqUi-

sition. Gloss limb-eye coordin ation, fine visual-motor coordination,

balance on the floor and on objects (static & dynamic),, movement speed, and .

regtoordination represent some of the perceptual-motor abilities identi-

tied. The physiCal abilities include muscular.strength, pOwer,' and endur-
1

enCe; flexibility, body fat (dead weight), and. strength to body weight

ratio are also important. In the study of skill acquisition the presence

of these abilities is needed. Inadequate development of, or lack Of ona-Oi

more of them reduces the probability that motor skills can be learned.

With respect to the acquisition-of novel motor tasks resembling

4 abilities some generalizations can be made. The use of novel unprac-

diced tasks is necessary to help eliminate the confounding variable of

previous practice experience. In four well done investigations no diffe-'

renoes have been found in the rate of skill acquisition in arm speed in .

children ages 10 & 14 (Alderman, 1968), in discrimination arm movement

time tasks in children aged 10 & 15 (Henry & Nelson, 1956) discrimination

reaction time in children aged 81/2, 11 & J6 (Noble, et. al., 1964),, and dy-

namic balance acquisition on two.gioss motor tasks:with subjects aged six

to 26 (Bachman, 1961). Rate of learning it should be remembered is the

amount of practice needed to reach a stable point in learning, a plateau

or asymptote. Rate of learning can be seen through, the comparisOsts of
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typical learning"cuives which have'been mathematically determined' from the

.data of several age-groups acquiring the same motor skill. The level at,

Which each age group performs varies and is represented in the vertical

axis. Rates of learning, however, iitp reflected by,the.aimilatity of the

slope of the lines over time. :Yerformance level or the quality of per-

formanceformance varies with age. It appears though, to vary independently of rate.

A second generalization from two of thp above studies ts that sex

differences are not apparent in the rate of acquisition of basic'skills..

Coker & Hill (1970), in addition; have'found no' sex differences,in reac

tion time and movement time of.youn.g children. Males and females appear to

acquire novel tasks at the same rates. Differences in performance quality

do exist, however. At. the-same ages Bachman (1968) found males to move

.

more quickly than females. Overall.'hi-founA that females balanced slightly

.
. .

better than males on tfie-. stabiloMeter' but were inferior to the males on the
.

. . . --,:z.:.,,. ,..

------1-E644r climb. Because rates of acquisition were essentially"Conseukt, the
, - ,

,,... -

. ,

differences occurred through differenceSsin initial ability. Such

differences are expected and primarily caused.by:' he different environmental

9

pre ores exetted on-the sexes. Molina 974), in a eView of the' motor
, - . A

developm literature cohaildes that during early childhood AL6 years),

girls generaily,exCellfn tasks of,jumping, hopping, rhythmic locomotion,
4

and balance. Boys-generally:perform better in throwing and catching, and
.

. ,

in masks requiring strength and speed. ,,. .

.

When adequate contrOl4isUsed, as in the preceding.studies, there is

,,
little reason to expect that th4,--rate-OTT-3ki,:l1;c9iiisititin is dny slaWer or

f1 .

f4Rter.in young children as-compared to more mature learners. Children
,. ,.

.
. I

a ;, ' )

Ur'
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acquire skills at approxiMately the same rate as adtilts.but,.because their

entry levels ana subsequent terminal levels of performance are inferior, We

4
.

often' cqnclude, erroneously,,ihat they .learn .differently. Sex is not found ---'-'\
. .

...,,,

-,....., --...
-,.

to interact with rate of acquisition in, children. When terminal diffe
4,

.% .
1 ,

.
.

...,_

rences are fouhd in quality of performance in boy's and girlsofthe same

.

..,

age, it ip associated with advaticing.age, The supposed navel tasks used n

researth.thenbecome less novel to one seXqr the other due to differences

in histories qf related movement experiewcea.

-

Another. important aspect In understanding tile nature of the young

, A
'learner is his arousal level-duringskill acquisition* Quite generally 4'

;his may be interpreted as,motivation.' The prevailing attitqde expressed'
---4,._

,

by research findings In the area js.that some optimal leve/ 6f,arousal
- .

exists for fhe acquisition_and performance of a motor skill. 5u6cess'in-,

learning is the result of being able to maintain an optimal arousal 'level,

throughout the acquisitibn process. '..Although little specific information

exists, with respect to optimal iidusai response, particularlyin childrdn,

4
that which. is known subjecf,0 logical interpretation.

The level of arousaf'exhibited in a skill learning situation is de-

pendent upon a) one's own interpretation Of he sitUation, one fakes and

b) one's thpracteristic state tof arousal or arousability. Past experi->

,
9 C

ence in the Same or similar situations enables the'mature.learner to

make more accurate interpetations of any given set of circumstances.

Infofmation, or perception Of immediate surroundings, is gained essen-

tially 'equally by young and old, but the meaning and interpretation of

this, information becomes more refined with eget .,Young children, then,

"

A

0 . 9
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,

'ate less 'able to regulate their aroUsal*toward an Optimal point_because

y have had fewer past experteneesto guidl.them. A characteristic

arOusal state on the ot4etrhand does not digtfnguish young from old.

High-trait anxiety as,
0

a,measurs.of arousal is no Tore acharacterislic of
,,

otte ge than another.

There is evidence

tion hat young chfldreri haVe'greater difficulty maintaining their arousal
4 4.--

.

t optimai.levels during skill.acquisition. The presence of_an

found more disruptiv,0 to:preschool children than skond grad

,1

n the` research literature to support the conten

state

=ap,dienOe was

'et\-s learning a balance_task (Crahbe, 1973). The preschoolers performed

.much Netter-when alone, whereas the second graders did better with an

audience. The presence of others, much 1 any novel envitp dwent, tends

to increase arousal level: Managing arousal so that it maintains.or

proves perforMance is accomplished, more easily:by ,older children. Persis=t
0 ,

,

tence at learning a task' is also 'greater for older children (May, 1972) and,

ay

._.
,a;

'.

may be attributed to their ability"to,maintain aufficient leygla of arousal
. -

,
'.--- -

.

'. for-longerperiods,of time. ,Chiltiren aged four ail& five who had hiatorles
0 i S. , , , .. ..' ., A . .

lrequent sOCia/ teinforcemeht frcam pea% persisted longs ,in leaTning a
.

..-..

motor skill (Clarke, 1974). It appears that richness in past ex,

periences**e9ables one to better interpret a,leatning situation andconse
,,_

quentlY adjUstrOusal level tofacilitate acqUisition. Young children
. ,

have greater difficulty at doing.thia4because of fewer experiences.
.. _

When teaching motor skills to young;Children it'is important to re
. .

, , , 1, .

member that even a small Lange in su9oundings, a ne4:clasamate, an "obs-I. /.,,

:- ,, .V
server, is.aUflioispt to divert attention and increase arousal levels..

,

r
11 4

0
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Not being able to adequately compensate, the child often displays erTatic

behaviors end may well miss important steps in the pro:-

ceSs. ' ExAssive praise or reproof, Competition, fear, etc., increase .arou

sal level, ,The practitioner must be aware of the, problems young inexperi4

enced learners have in:cOntrolling their arousal levels. Th'rough a greater

awareness skill acquisition can be
'

.

A closer look will now be take at the nature of,:the skill and its

role in the' acqdisition process. It should be recognized that the word skill

7-
has two definitions., SiAger (1975) distinguishes between these meaning by

describing skill as a particula act performed,'-such as catching ,all, or
.

, -

the manner in which the act is executed.. Manner of execution denotes shill
. ',

, . . ..

.

'''' ' -
.

,.

level and corresponds to quality of
.

performance. ,Any mator task liEl a skill
,'

.,. ', , ,

.2.-
,,,,,_.,-.4.,i,"; _____,,_ __,,,_. _. .__ .,. _ _ %, . _ c ____S,

and. need-not be described with reference 6i) quality of perfortance.
-1 .-

There is much to tie ,gained by baierunderstariding the nature of ,the

. .
,

. .

skills,we expect children 6 learn., Some'skills require simple discrete ..

.....

.
, 14,!!!. N,,,

vements which must,.be executed in an all or none fShian. Other's are
\, .. s--,

.

'-->-, \
.

`..
ining together of'simpler parts inta-e smooth=

. .

"),..y.Performed whole, e.41,a trampoline.routine. some skills the enViToP7
-..-,

'more complex requiring the-c\
.

went is constantly changip
t

i

.

' -movements, e. g. , intercepting
',,N

a,fo9tball. . Through invest

, .
. lationships between the different "types" of skills and various

the perforMer ntinually,adjusi his
. .

tion of the re-.

truCtion-

al\techniques, a few insights have been gained into.the acquisition process.

Skills described as cohtinuoUssuch as bicycle

generally learned more rapidly than discrete skills-

serve.or,typing. When the complexity of the skills

riding or skating are ,

such' as the tennib- ,

.0s

is 'similar, not only are

1



Continuous tasks leatneamore readily, but,the, are retained longer since

repetitiohs of the movement are an inherent part f the skills (Stallings,

1973): Certaily the incorpotatian of rhithminto skills makes them more,

continUous,,and thus More enddring (cra-tty & Pargaret,1969). Any attempt ,

by the' practitioner to.forM continuous skills from more discrete ones

should-enhance acquisition'and/;?-tatention.
.

,Certain elements which undetlie skillet erformance have been iden-

tified. Depending on the nature,o1 the skill, thei mportance in deter-
4

.

mining the quality of task executianN xarles. The _common

should be specified so that contrasts c n be made in s' 1 level at various

--..

ages% and for ,modifications that may be Mad iO the task for structiona4...,,marlin

t>.\,

.

purposes. T he four most aM'=rehensive elemelIs-are speed of moveme s ,re-

qui-tea and the accuracy of Th4.(CMOV entS, f`or of e movements, and th

adaptaLity of the performer under v able and uneXPecx situations,

N,
I '

,,
-

When differences are observed in quality Of pet twee one orNM6re 41,tgeae
.

4 /
. 1

'
NN, .,

O C
,

elements may be held accountable. A simple generalization as to wily, chll-

,o --..

dren often appear" less skilled than adults is that they maybe flower,,
,

less°
.

lements/owever,

4,

1

accupte, more unorthodox, or less capable of adapting to the circUms

'surrounding performance:

In more complex' skills like those normally taught in the physical

education'currLculum,-speed, accuracy; form; an' aptability in enact to .

...

produce skilled, performance. Unlike the_sio mpl tasks, used in the experint
,

mental studies; reviewed earliek stressing iNsin e efement of.skill,'a motor

ability', apaita and gameirdemad,a,reasonable lev 1 of proficiency in all
';'',;,,., L '

o

'elements, The learner.is not free tb concentrate an direct him.
. ,

A 's

i.

.

12
r
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td just one of the elemends: He_must effectively reiulate the speed of his

movements in/ orcAer to ,a1 lin accuracy. Mechanical form Must be appro--

priare if any degree o moyement consistency is 6 be obtained. Skilled .

A /

/

. --
performance,%the<requiresthe coordination of:all:the elements of

..--

task.

/ ( .nt,---

...- .
. /7 v, /

,/ ,/ ,

rd.is a n'emphasized.that the process of skill acquisition doeti not/come

I / /
4

about through maturational changes but is learned. Therefore,- the method/
of instruction and regulation ,of practice are the keys'to the process and

fall int6 the hands if the physical ucation teacher.

A, skill may be clasVified nccoring to the demands it makes on the

learner. Self-paced r.t.kills allow the child to decide when to,begin and at

/)
,

what rate of speed to progress. Form and response consis ency are most

important., Externally paced skills force the child to make decisions
$.

quickly and requ perceptdal andrmovemeht speed. ISpeed,and accuracy of

executioe,etfie prop6r time are necessary. Externally,paced skills should

be-altered, if possible, during first expOSUres `so .the child'may better

exert control over the spded and, accuracy of his movements. Teaching a

:41

child:to hit a ball from nbattingtee before facing.a pitcher is'a good
FA

eAample.

Tudor (1975) selected.a speed of movement task which required Integra-
',

4

tion df a linear mqveAtixt with a circular movement. The-rate of aCquisition

of each separate compOnent and the total amount learned was greater for a

group of six Year olds than for. groups of 11 and 18 years olds,. The six

yearN4ds,- tho4h, were unable to Coordinate the two components into a well

integrated whole. The correlations between speed of each of the components.

with.practice actually'lessened with the six year olds while increasing as

la
,r
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'expected with the older children. Young children have well devAlopeoeMotor

respOnse mechanisms, but they have great,difficUlty in either inhibiting move-
,

ments, dnce.they are initiated or contro4ling and directing their responses.

To teach motor skills eTfsctiyely'thspracti-tiOner must b-e.,W.Wii-of the
,

., ,'"'

. .

iniftlity of young learners to,process the many perceptual am:LI:motor components
'of a task simult'aneously. Any one pt.' combination of 'the comps- ., ,

newts, may, however; be within the chil,,dIS repertoire- The basic abilities
,/

needed to. .perform tAe,skili`scanyprsent but chaining them together pro-/

.."

perly is not yet possible. WA At the variation in the quality of cat ing
,

,
.

C

be

The speed, traiectori; and-,polint of. interception of the ball must

processed with additional inforMatihn abOut the movement of the body and
.

arms. With increasing age greater integration of all. the information is
, 4

seen. occur and results id a more kefined catch. Kay (1969) points out

that many times y4ung chiLdr possess, the correct responsesbut are unable
4 ' I
/ .

.

to carry out th'5...I.1,glit'actions at the right time. A time stress, charac-,
,i,.

I/
teristic of:externally-p440'tasks, is imposed by having to catch aball at

.i

the prbper time and pla9
.

informati ,processing. ability of the young
. ,..-

child is exceeded. Wh p sible mO

tmphgsis on,self-pac d mot riEogerol.
,

The best methods nstruction that an be

tioner are those based on a complete knowledge of

skills' should be modified to alloW,

.

the nature

often 41iere

of the skill, at;a:the

is Inquificient time

'practice fOr complete skill acquisition aue largq numbers of students

and lack of facilities. It becomes doubly important given these circvmr

emplOyed by the.practia-,,

the nature .9f the learner,,
,

//

quality and amount ofPractice_given4 :too

for giving adequate amount's of, physical,

stances to be sure .,the .qualitytime available is spent wisely in the highest 'quality
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of practice. Redearch and experience have elucidated leveral*major practice ;

an instructional considerations.

4
,

Youngsters ih the typical physical education setting often

understand for what purpose they practice motor ties. Many have no

real intent to 'learn because t of practice are ,unclear to them. it f

, .

is, the first responsibility of the practitioner to gain the attention of the.

leerner.and see that the goals of practice are understood. Vidual demon-
,.

zstrations of the practice outcomes may be used with very young children

making sure they take place within the limited visual field of the child

(Cratty, 1973). Attentiop tO the demonstration may be increased if a peer 1

is used as'tfieaemonstrator.' Sith.older children a verbal description of

the performance goal may suffice. In ciamilex externally paced skills ver-
. - ,

,!'balization may' be the An sibl e wdy.pos to communicate proficiency goals

effectively. Time spen m ing sure the child knows what is expected of

hini.is critical t -efficient skill acquisition. Children who can verbalize

a task before performing it, a good instructional technique, -show greater

improvements in acquisition (Livesey & Little, 1971; Lomb tarn -19

-.The number and spacing of practice se ons is ant in skill

acqUisition. Too often these factors are already determined for the practi-
.

Ationer and
4
cannot be, changed regardless Of the type of-learner or 'nature of

0

the skills to be taught. Adequate resi,r
L

s necessary to physical and

4
.

mental fatigue from'interferiAg with acquisition. The aistribution.of prac-:
- , .

tice time' le more impOrtantwith.young cbildrenwhp shbuld be given shO4et:
w '°

and more ,frequent practioi,i0aiOna. Such a proCedure helps eliminate loit.

of interest and boredom, coon -prohledis with' immature leetners.
, 0

Aj

1 *7

4 .
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4child can be easily overwhelmed when a. complex _skill is intro-

all at °lite. For this relen lead-up activity and task simplifica-

tion4are important instructional consideiations. Many skills are broken

dowit into component parts so that mas tery of each part is expected before

the whole skill is practiced. The principle which should guide the prec-

titioner is to use the largest task unit possible making sure the learner

compiehends it. Thus, in working with younger children andtheir
, .

reduced conceptual capabilities, more thought needs tp be given to the

size ortheinstructional unit, If a skill is practiced in parts the

teacher must insure, that the child constantly be aware 'Of how the parts fit

into the whole pattern of the skill (Lawther, 1968).

The impact .that reinforcement has on motor skill acquisition is tre-
,

Mendous. There may, however be little differende,in its potency among

-
children and adults. Reinforcement is given id an effokt to increase" the

probability one will continue .practicing, It is important to, in s'Ome

o.

,,

i4ay, see that the effects of one's practice are recognized through a rein-
,

,

forcing aircumb.tance: Success is an importnat reinforcer. Early success

An skill acquisition often distinguishes' the interested child- infentton.

acquiring additional skills from the less motivated one. ,The practitioner

has many avenue's through which to provide reinforcement and should do so

freely.

, .

Knowledge'of results (KR) also ,qualifies as a myst important factor

in skill acquisition. Knowledge of results is that information provided

to,the learner during or after performance which allows him to determine

, r
A the: errors he made. Such information, then, helps improve the quality of

. 16,

a
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the next response or practice attempt. Although KR need not be provided by

someone, it most Often is for children. Thus, certain factors should be

'Icept in mind when providing KR bi yoUngsters. Contrary to popular belief

the more immediate the KR is nbt always the best situation. Certainly, the
-

delay between perfotmance termination and KR should not be too great. But;

allowing the learner to think for himself a moment abdUt his performance

before Providing hirayith KR may well be a more effective learningscondi-
,

tiOn. Children should be encouraged-to do this. Thedetail or specificity

of the KR gi'ven'is important. ?With children, especially:very young ones,

. - . ,.

detail in KR can,beboth confusing, and meaningless,. .Early in practice chil-:

"ri ,

odren will benefit more trom simply a right r wrong, response, and specific

details will become increasingly helpful with practice or in older learners.$
, .

, .

In this paper much has been touched upon dealing with the acquisition

of "skill in children, but, there _is truly'little Specific information avail-
,

able to answer so many very simple questions. As Seefeldt (1971) has pointed

out ". . . research-has provided on inadequate scientific basis for incor-

porating fundamental motor skills into the .curriculum." 201-Definitelye
,

mdree-knowledge about how children acquire motor skills ts.imperative. What
a

information do we have concerning the influence of teaching style on rate of

skill acquisition in children? Is the sex of the teacher important? The

type of teacher you are and the way you personally relate to your student's

has to be a key factor, in the learning of motor skills: What about the

commonly actepted teaching meehOds, drill, problem solving, command to dis-

covery, etc.? Adcording to Lawther (1966) " . . there, are so many factors

1 'Y



affecting efficiency of methods that precise prescyiption of the best method

is well nigh impossible . . . " [p. 68 ] There certainly seem to be no

common methods among great teachers.

There is little doubt that weas practitioners and researchers are

doing a better job now than in the past. We see higher-levels of perfor-

mance occurring at earlier ages every yearn 161. swimmers, gym4sts, and

oche; athletes at the upcoming 1976 Olympics in Montreal will be the young-

est ever, yet the' most highly skilled. We shabid .concer)trate our efforts,
,

I think, not so much to continue to produce more highly skilled, youthful

athletes, bue to produce. a larger number of,adequately skilled children.

1
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